We present a novel method to enable users to experience mobile interaction with digital content on external displays by embedding markers imperceptibly on the screen. Our method consists of two parts: marker embedding on external displays and marker detection. To embed markers, similar to previous work, we display complementary colors in alternating frames, which are selected by considering L*a*b color space in order to make the markers harder for humans to detect. Our marker detection process does not require mobile devices to be synchronized with the display, while certain constraints for the relation between camera and display update rate need to be fulfilled. In this paper, we have conducted three experiments. The results show 1) selecting complementary colors in the a*b* color plane maximizes imperceptibility, 2) our method is extremely robust when used with static contents and can handle animated contents up to certain optical flow levels, and 3) our method was proved to work well in case of small movements, but large movements can lead to loss of tracking. key words: imperceptible marker, human visual perception, unsynchronized capture
Introduction
Mobile devices such as smartphones, tablet computers, and display devices have become common devices that people use in their daily life. Mobile devices have small, portable screens which are ideal for personal content. On the other hand, display devices tend to vary in sizes from desktop displays in office spaces to wall-sized displays. These make external devices good for collaboration and displaying public content. Recently researchers propose to leverage on the strength of these two types of devices by creating user interactions between them. One example of such interactions is the usage of mobile devices to extract secondary content (QR codes, augmented reality marker, etc.) from primary content on an external display.
Two different works offer two different methods to allow this kind of interactions. The first technique is VRCodes [1] which tags external displays with some imperceptible code on top of the active image on screen. The second technique is Virtual Projection [2] which applies image tracking method on the content displayed on screen. Although these works accomplish the task of extracting data from a primary content, both technologies have their limitations. VRCodes requires prior knowledge of the image to be displayed on the screen. Whereas, Virtual Projection requires the contents of the external display to have trackable feature points. Moreover, this method has difficulty in distinguishing between several external displays that have almost similar contents. In practical situations, the image displayed on the screen is not known beforehand, with the contents may or may not having trackable features. Such arbitrary on screen images require a different approach.
In this work, we present a novel marker for providing mobile interaction, which is imperceptible against arbitrary images on the screen, as shown in Fig. 1 . We accomplish this by leveraging on the property of human visual system to average colors when presented at a faster rate than its flicker fusion threshold. This allows us to modify the arbitrary image to communicate with a computer vision system, without obstructing the user's view. In addition, we discuss how we embed markers into the displayed content, and how we recover such markers using a computer vision system. We then explain the reason behind its reliability in case of arbitrary images, and the experiments we conducted to assess its capabilities. Researchers can apply our imperceptible marker together with marker recognition algorithms to their own applications such as delivering personalized content from external display to mobile device, 3D registration of virtual objects, among others.
Our work contributes to numerous use cases for any type of interaction between mobile devices with built-in cameras and digital displays. Our method is the first with all the following properties: computation of full pose, the camera can move, and the external display contents can change. The first property provides geometrical relations in a mobile interaction space, the second property allow users to use it as mobile, and the last one lets digital displays show arbitrary contents for target people. Using our system, arbi-trary images can be contents with imperceptible markers on a display screen. This means that a camera pose can be calculated anytime while the camera is moving as long as the users hold the camera of the mobile device facing toward the display/digital contents. Comparing to Virtual Projection, we could mention that the system has also two more advantages; the first is that the system works on feature-less contents and the second is that it does not require any synchronization between mobile devices and displays.
In this paper, we present our method which provides the three important properties for mobile interaction with other external displays. After the section for related work, we describe the details of the process with the theory by separating it into embedding and detecting parts. In the subsequent section, we explain our experiments that show the advantages of our method using several contents on a stationary display. At the end, we conclude our work with four topics as the future work.
Related Work
In recent years, cameras have become very popular in daily use due to being built-in in almost every mobile devices. Also, display devices are getting ubiquitous in public and personal environments. The relationship and user interaction methods that can be established between these two components have been extensively studied, especially in the field of AR.
Mobile Interaction with Displays
Tablets and smartphones have been widely used as tools for interacting with external objects including distant displays. Content creation, edition, and transfer between devices are some of the activities that can be provided to engage users and increase collaboration [3] . Physical manipulation of the mobile device is the usual input method to control elements on the remote screen. Since a touchscreen surface can only provide coordinates in 2D, accelerometer and gyroscope are the common sensors employed to obtain the position and orientation of the mobile device in a 3D space [4] . For tasks that require precise manipulation, Touch Projector [5] makes use of zooming and temporary freezing of the camera image. Augmented TV proposes an AR application that synchronizes to the broadcasting movies for displaying additional information related to the content of the movie [6] . Mobile devices are suitable for handling personal information, whereas the large displays show information to anyone in public places. Considering these characteristics, the mobile interaction with displays can be seen as a good combination.
Fiducial Markers
In AR applications, markers are placed in the environment as references to be used for estimation of the camera pose. ARTags [7] and ARToolKit [8] are typical visible fiducial markers, which use four corner points of the marker pattern for inferring position. [9] expands the idea of the black and white QR codes, using multiple color channels to maximize the data throughput and the robustness of the barcode recognition. Although these visible markers provide accurate full camera pose, they use valuable physical space which is obstructive for the main visual information.
On the other hand, markerless technology has been developed by considering a balance between human-friendly or computer-friendly. In AR research field, natural feature points are representative references for computation of full camera pose. There are several ways how to embed intentional markers into images or movies. Steganography is the technique of embedding information not only in visual medium for images [10] , [11] or for movies [12] . MSU Stego Video [13] is a standalone software that hides a messages in a video stream. These technologies show us how to embed markers for AR. In addition, the infrared region is one of the techniques to make invisible markers. SideBySide [14] shows the modified projector whose red ray element was replaced with infrared one, which can interact with the other projector system via projected infrared markers. There are also optical approach such as Bokode [15] and ID CAM [16] . Moreover, temporal approach can be applied to make imperceptible markers. By switching the specific colors fast, computer vision systems can detect the change, whereas our human visual system cannot. Grundhöfer et al. [17] developed a method to measure the 3D environment imperceptibly although the system requires the synchronization between a camera and a projector display.
Imperceptible Markers
In order to implement an imperceptible marker system with ordinary equipment such as consumer-grade cameras and off-the-shelf projectors, unsynchronized technology is needed. VRCodes [1] is one of the most similar work to our approach. This also uses color mixture effects and provides a tagging system with digital displays with rolling shutter cameras. However, the tagging process requires the information about code location in advance. Accordingly, it is difficult to apply this technology to arbitrary contents for embedding codes. Although several similar work that used spatial coding or watermark techniques have been reported [18] - [20] , they assume that the camera always captures obvious references such as frames of a display device. In our method, we do not need the information of contents on the screen, that is, our system can work for arbitrary contents. Additionally, we use only the embedded markers, which allows the user to move freely without thinking about the fiducial points in the captured image. Recently, another display-camera communication system, DisCo, was presented [21] . DisCo is using rolling shutter sensors and temporal modulation of display brightness at high frequencies imperceptibly. However, this paper does not discuss about the availability for geometrical interactions such as augmented reality uses.
Natural feature tracking can be implemented for mobile interaction with displays [2] , but it needs feature points on the screen. By contrast, our system works for even monochrome contents that have few natural feature points.
In this paper, we show the imperceptibility of our markers and the robustness of our marker detection method through three experiments.
Method
Our method consists of two parts: marker embedding on external displays and marker detection. Our concept is to treat the original image as a content image on external displays. We then put the marker on the foreground imperceptibly. Figure 2 shows the overview of the method with these two processes. To embed the marker to the screen, it is important to design the marker to be distinguishable for a computer vision system, but unobtrusive for the human visual system. This section describes how we create imperceptible on-screen markers and how we can detect the marker using a camera.
Marker Embedding
We can embed a marker to any contents by representing it as a complementary image pair. This pair of images is generated by modifying colors on the content images. We do this modification such that the human visual system will perceive only the image of the content when we continuously switch between the two images. This method takes advantage of the human visual system's temporal integration of light. That is, when switched faster than the Critical Flicker Frequency (CCF), two alternating colors will be perceived to be the average of these two colors [22] . Although imperceptible to humans, this type of marker can be extracted using computer vision techniques. We use the marker as a mask to determine the area of the contents within which we will calculate complementary pixel values (color pairs). We then create the image pair by replacing the corresponding pixel on the image of the content with these color pairs. The images of the pair are switched alternatively on the screen of a display device at 60 Hz. This speed is chosen so that the human eyes can only see the content. Theoretically, the two colors work as one color for human eyes when the refresh rate is higher than CFF which is around 60 Hz.
We generate color pairs
of the content that is within the marker mask. The two colors can be described as
where ∆C = (δr, δg, δb) is the color difference from the pixel color from the content, to either of the color pairs. Assuming t is the smallest difference that the difference can be distinguished by a camera,
Candidate color pairs are on a spherical surface with radius |∆C| in the sRGB color space. The human visual system is more sensitive to lightness than to chromaticity [22] , as such we select the color pairs based on chromaticity in L*a*b* color space. In order to find the color pair that is less likely to affect human visual system, we use the CIE L*a*b* color space by converting from sRGB color space. First, we convert the color from the sRGB color space to the XYZ color space by linear transformation. We then convert the result to the CIE L*a*b* color space. After these color space transformations, we create color pairs from chromaticity a*b* color plane of the same lightness L* on the basis of the original color of the content.
The selection based on a*b* color plane should make the flickering less. In the section described as Experiment 1, we explain the effect of this method through an experiment. A complementary image pair representing the marker are generated by calculating every color pair within the marker mask as shown in Fig. 3 . The imperceptible onscreen marker is achieved by switching between the image pair at 60 Hz. |∆C| is the only parameter for generating the color pairs. If |∆C| is too big, the human visual system will be able to perceive the flicker because of the high contrast. Currently, we choose the parameter manually based on our previous experiences.
Marker Detection
Our method allows a computer vision system to detect the imperceptible on-screen markers. In order to detect a marker through captured images, we have set a camera at a capture rate of 45 fps. We then extract an embedded marker by accumulating each difference between three sequentially captured images while the display device switches the complementary image pair on the screen at 60 fps. In other words, each of the image pair appears at 30 fps. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the timing of switching on a screen and the timing of capturing on a camera.
We rely on the beat phenomenon for extracting the embedded marker. Given that the refresh rate f d and the capture rate f c have a small difference, then we can calculate a beat
Each beat will have f c / f b frames that repeatingly follow a particular pattern. Marker recovery will rely on this pattern so we want to choose f d and f c that results to a small number of frames.
For our method, we set f d = 60 Hz and f c = 45 Hz resulting to f b = 15 Hz. Thus, we can expect a pattern from three sequentially captured frames. In other words, if we focus on a single pixel value in the frame, we can expect it to be one of three values R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . Moreover, there will be a particular order for these three values, say Fig. 4 . R 1 R 2 R 3 within the mask, whereas outside the mask, R 1 = R 2 = R 3 . As such, we can determine the marker mask by aggregating the locations where R 1 R 2 R 3 , thereby recovering the marker. In addition, the marker mask becomes more apparent over time by accumulating the differences between areas outside of the mask, and areas within the mask.
In theory, given the display refresh rate of 60 fps and the capturing rate of 45 fps, the marker can always be distinguished from the content with only three sequentially captured images. Moreover, by showing that we can do marker extraction in three frames, we also show that constant marker extraction is possible.
We can express color switching as a wave c d (t) with the color value varying in time as follows:
where dist color is the color distance between the two colors, f d is refresh rate frequency of the display device, t 0 is initial phase shift, and c o is the original color. Given an exposure time E, the color detected by the camera is determined from the accumulated light within E. Since there is the relationship between the value of the display color and the value of captured color, we assume it as one parameter η. We express capturing as a wave because we periodically sample light. The phase shift x is the time difference between color switching and capturing. To show that our method allows for constant detection, checking three sequentially captured frames is enough because the refresh rate 60 fps and capture rate 45 fps waves creates a beat at 15 fps with one beat having three frames (45 fps/15 Hz). We can calculate an average value for captured color in frame n with the following equation:
where D = 2dist color η/π. Considering three frames'c cn (x) (n = 0, 1, 2), the sum of each difference h(x) can be described as:
Simulating the above equation as shown in Fig. 5 , we can show that the difference can be observed constantly (h(x) > 0). Therefore, a camera can always observe the difference and we can rely on this difference to identify pixel values comprising the marker. In image processing, each color is transformed to the CIE L*a*b* color space and values of a* and b* are used for the color difference calculation. Focus on three sequentially captured images, difference values in each axis can be calculated separately as follows:
After calculatingĥ = √ ∆a 2 + ∆b 2 , we threshold the output to recover the marker. Using existing marker recognition algorithms for binarized images such as random dot markers [23] or ARToolKit [8] , we can estimate the full pose of the camera. Flickering occurs due to down sampling (60 Hz to 45 Hz). To reduce the effect of flickering, the average color ofc cn (x) (i = 0, 1, 2) can be used as a similar color instead of the original colors separately.
Experiments
In this section, we discuss three experiments: One for verifying the imperceptibility of our embedded markers and two regarding the robustness of our marker detection. The first experiment is a user test which aims to confirm the imperceptibility of the embedded markers by comparing embedding patterns with several color pair generating conditions, given one content and a marker. The second and third experiments are evaluation tests to confirm the robustness by measuring the marker detection rate of our prototype system under different conditions. For the second experiment, we use a static camera on a tripod and confirm the robustness using six different contents on the display. The third experiment emulates the use of a mobile device's camera for interaction by using a camera attached to a rotation base.
Experiment 1: Imperceptibility of Embedded Markers
Human visual perception is generally more sensitive to light changes than chromatic changes [22] . This characteristic is important when choosing a color pair for one color. In our prototype, we apply random dot markers generated using the approach which is developed by Uchiyama and Saito [23] . Although this human visual perception has been shown already enough in general by reference [22] , we need to confirm if it works with the dot markers even with a few participants. This experiment aims to investigate the imperceptibility of embedded on-screen markers, while describing best practices for marker embedding.
Experimental Design
Experimental Platform: Experimental apparatuses are a 24inch display (HP LP2475w), a keyboard for a reaction, and a computer (HP Pavilion Elite HPE-360jp Desktop PC, AMD Phenom II X6 1090T 3.20 GHz, 8 GB RAM). We also used a chin rest to keep a position of each subject's head.
Conditions:
In order to find what kind of color combinations that works as unobstructive markers to human visual perception, we conducted a user test to compare in each condition under three variables; contents, color axes in the L*a*b* color space, and color distances. We chose six monochrome contents for a display screen, which are (200, 50, 50), (50, 200, 50), (50, 50, 200), (100, 50, 50), (50, 100, 50), and (50, 50, 100) in the RGB color space. As two-color pairs are calculated in the L*a*b* color space, we allow to use only in L* axis, a* axis or b* axis for the two-color pairs. In each axis, we changed the color distance between the two alternative color with four patterns: (10, 20, 30, 40 ). Thus we have six contents × three color axes × four color distances. Additionally, we used just contents without embedding markers. The number of the total patterns is 72 + 6 = 78 patterns.
Procedure: We had four subjects who are students in their twenties without problems on their eyesight or color perception. We let them sit and fix their heads at 50 cm from a display, and require them to take a look at the display during a task. Each pattern was randomly shown from 78 patterns and took a one-minute break every time after checking 26 patterns. We have conducted this user test as a polar question task that requires each subject to press a space key if "can see a marker" or not to press a key if "cannot see a marker".
Results
The results comparing in each color axis condition are shown in Fig. 6 . Lower number stands for good performance which makes a marker unobstructive. Obviously, color pairs in L* axis is easy for human visual system to perceive. An interesting point is that one subject answered once that the subject could see a marker even though there is no marker. From the result of Fig. 6 , b* axis looks like the most suitable axis for making two-color pair because the markers are not perceived by the subjects' visual system in most of trials. On the other hand, a* axis is also useful if the color distance |∆c d | is lower than 30 based on the result shown in Fig. 7 . Practically, we use around 20 as a color distance because too big color distance limits applicable color range. Accordingly, we conclude that L* axis should not be used and a* and b* axes should be used for making two-color pair for one color.
Discussion
Considering results of Fig. 6 and 7 , we can embed markers in chromatic field, which is represented by a*b* plane in the CIE L*a*b* color space by keeping the lightness closely from the original color. According to the characteristics of human visual perception [22] , the color pair on the b* axis is little bit difficult to be perceived than in the case of a*. On the other hand, for our method, we can say that it is very difficult for human visual system to distinguish color pairs generated with color distance around 20 or smaller than 20 as a result. Additionally, humans will not notice if there is markers if they do not know the existence. In conclusion in this experiment, we use the color distance around 20 as the color distance between each color pair. Fig. 6 Percentage of trials where participants detected markers according to different axes in the color space used for computing complementary colors. Lower percentages represent higher imperceptibility. We also displayed no markers in order to estimate the amount of false positives. 
Experiment 2: Robustness of Marker Detection with Static Camera
We developed a prototype system for the experiment 2 and 3. In this experiment, we evaluate the robustness of our method in two content scenarios: three static arbitrary images and three movies. During our trials, a camera was fixed on a tripod. In order to prove the availability of our method for arbitrary contents, our prototype tries to detect embedded markers from three different textured images without any prior knowledge about them. On the other hand, three movies were prepared to test the limitation of our method, which is theoretically weak at detecting markers in dynamic contents due to the use of subtraction as image processing. Additionally, we have conducted this experiment with the global and rolling shutter cameras to show that both cameras can work in our method. Since the dot markers was designed for the use of augmented reality, our system can calculate the full pose of the camera when the marker detections work.
Experimental Design
Experimental Platform: Figure 8 (a) shows the setup for experiment 2 which includes the two types of cameras, a global shutter camera (PointGrey Flea3 FL3-GE-13S2C) and a rolling shutter camera (PlayStation Eye), to be compared. They are positioned at different distances from the display to capture the whole screen, respectively at 2.0 m and 1.5 m, due to the differences in field of view. The real experimental environment can be seen in Fig. 8 (b) . We use a 55-inch Toshiba Regza 55X3 display monitor as an external display with a desktop computer (Intel i7 3.50 GHz, 32 GB RAM) for displaying sequential complementary images pairs. For marker detection, we use a desktop computer (Intel i7 3.20 GHz, 8 GB RAM) alongside the cameras. In order for our system to work theoretically, we have confirmed that the marker detection process of the system was going in 45 fps with the 60 fps display.
Conditions: Figure 9 shows seven kinds of contents to be displayed. We use six contents which are (1)- (6) from them. Content (1) is monochrome grey, which has no natural feature points and therefore does not work for Virtual Projection [2] . Content (2) has the same contents side-by-side, therefore presenting the same natural feature points in both sides. While this aspect makes it hard for Virtual Projection to distinguish them, our method can assign different IDs for each because imperceptible markers can be embedded independently from the contents. In Content (3), the same image is displayed side-by-side in two versions: a colorful and a greyscale image. Although they are geometrically the same, their color difference requires VRCodes [1] to know in advance what type of image is being used, while our method is robust. Contents (4), (5) and (6) are animation movies, which represent a challenge to our method. For this experiment, we use cartoons with higher probability to have a space where we can embed markers stably. (1)- (6) for experiment 2 and (1), (7), (4), (5) for experiment 3.
Procedure:
We calculated the detection rate of marker recognition from several sequential images. Since contents (1)- (3) are static images and (4)- (6) are animation movies, we apply different number of trials. For static images, we randomly check for success of detection 10 times for 3 seconds of sequential images, that is, we can have 10 × 45 fps × 3 seconds = 1,350 trials. Furthermore, we randomly check for success of detection 40 times for the movies, giving a total of 5,400 trials. Figure 10 shows the detected markers overlaid as white dots for different contents (movies are represented by a single frame). For contents (1)- (3), both cameras consistently detected the markers. The results show no remarkable difference between the cameras. In addition, different random dot markers can be observed even though there are same or similar contents side-by-side such as contents (2) and (3). However, we experienced unstable marker extraction with the rolling shutter camera due to the rolling shutter effect.
Results
Comparing the results for (4)- (6), the rolling shutter presents a smaller number of white dots, even in case of equivalent scenes. On the other hand, the markers can easily be detected in the scene that has lower spatial frequency areas even though the contents are movies. The results of detection rate for each content are shown in Fig. 11 . Both cameras have detection rate of 100 % (1,350 detection sucesses/1,350 trials) for static contents (1)-(3) . Moreover, the global shutter camera performed better than the rolling shutter camera for the animation movies (4)-(6), respectively 59.3 % (3,203 successes/5,400 trials) against 31.1 % (1,678 successes/5,400 trials), 51.5 % (2,780 successes/5,400 trials) against 27.4 % (1,480 successes/5,400 trials), and 49.8 % (2,690 successes/5,400 trials) against 13.4 % (723 successes/5,400 trials).
Discussion
The results of the experiment show us that the robustness of our system for static images is high. In an actual scenario, a user would be able to have an AR experience by holding a mobile device and keeping it still in front of the external display that has an imperceptible marker.
On the other hand, the detection rates for movies were interfered from edge noise occurred by the movement of the contents. We expected that the amount of movement in a movie causes more noise and declines the detection rates. We then define the inverse of the compression ratio as the measurement of the complexity of a movie. We calculate the complexity in the following:
where k is the complexity, V raw is data size of a raw movie, and V compressed is the data size of a corresponding compressed movie. The complexity of each movie content was calculated as shown in Table 1 . We used H. 264 codec to make compressed movies. As we expected, each movie content has a different complexity and there is a possibility that the complexity is related to the detection rate results shown in Fig. 11 and Table 1 . Although there is no statistical analysis since results were just accumulated data with a lot of trials, the detection rates seem to correspond to the complexity of each content. Moreover, comparing the results between global and rolling shutter cameras, the camera characteristics affect to the detection rates. The interesting results of the comparison between these two types of cameras are discussed in next section.
Experiment 3: Robustness of Marker Detection with
Moving Camera
The third experiment is to confirm the robustness of our system in practical situations that a camera moves as if a user holds and moves a mobile device, and experiences AR content via the mobile display screen in front of the external distant display. Since our method applies image subtraction processing between three sequential images, it is obvious that the dynamical movement of the camera makes a lot of noise during the process. However, there is a possibility that marker recognition can be done if a user moves the device only slightly for looking at AR contents on a screen. For this reason, we measured the detection rates in several con-ditions by using a rotating base to move a camera on the same trajectory with global and rolling shutter cameras in this experiment.
Experimental Design
Experimental Platform: We used the same platform in experiment 2 except that we added a rotating base. We fixed the center of rotation on the tripod, and attached a pole on which we placed the camera 35 cm away from the center of rotation. This allows the camera to move along a fixed trajectory as shown in Fig.12 (a) . We set the initial position to be the camera facing the display directly. We applied this set up for both the global and rolling shutter cameras with perpendicular distances of 2.0 m and 1.5 m to the display, respectively. With this set up, we can control the position along the trajectory (deg) and the speed (deg/s). Figure 12 (b) shows the actual experimental environment.
Conditions:
We used four contents for this experiment: content (1) and (7) are static images, and (4) and (5) are movies shown in Fig. 10 . Content (1) is monochrome, whereas (7) has several high spatial frequencies. While we applied content (2) and (3) in experiment 2 in order to confirm if our system can observe two different markers for comparing with other methods, we used content (7) which has single marker in experiment 3. Contents (4) and (5) Procedure: We measured the detection rate during the movement of the rotating base; durations for each speed are 11.67, 5.18, and 2.92 seconds, respectively. For one content and one rotating speed, we measured the detection rates 10 times. To avoid including the data that was recorded before the movement, we extracted the middle part from the recorded data. For contents (4) and (5), we decided the start timing randomly to measure the detection rates. We conducted this experiment with the global and rolling shutter cameras.
Result
The results of the detection rates with the global and rolling shutter cameras are shown in Fig. 13 (a) and (b) , respectively. The detection rates with content (1) in any rotation speed were kept as high rates which is almost 100 %. On the other hand, the detection rates of the other static image, content (7), show difference rates between the cameras. The result of the global shutter camera shows substantial decline between the speeds 5.79 deg/s and 9.01 deg/s, while the rolling shutter camera provides stable results. The results of movies, content (4) and (5), has large variances in each rotation speed condition because of the moving of the video contents. The detection rates of movies are lower than static images except the result of content (7) with the global shutter camera. Additionally, the results show that the results of the rolling shutter camera seems to be better than one of the global shutter camera.
Discussion
In a practical scenario, users should be able to move the mobile device to see AR contents from different viewpoints. In our observation, rotation speed 5.79 deg/s can cover a slight movement. From this perspective, our method is robust enough for static images and works approximately 20 %-40 % for movies as shown in Fig. 13 . Since we can still detect the embedded markers while the detection rates are lower for movies, there is the possibility to interpolate the lost pose by using motion sensors of a mobile device.
The interesting point in Fig. 13 is the result of the detection rate for content (7) with the global shutter camera. Although we expected the global shutter camera to make better results than the rolling shutter camera, the results were opposite. We believed this occurred due to the too high performance of the global shutter camera. In other words, the global shutter camera can capture the details of the contents. The detail capturing creates noise because of the subtraction image processing. On the other hand, the rolling shutter camera has a suitable performance for the marker detection because the camera cannot capture the details clearly. Additionally, the results for movie contents (4) and (5) are also better than the global shutter camera's result. Based on our observations, we assume that the suitable blurring makes the robustness higher. However, in experiment 2, the results of the global shutter camera was better than the rolling shutter camera. We think that the rolling shutter camera exhibited temporal instability in marker detection because of the rolling shutter effect. Although the rolling shutter camera has the disadvantage, the camera could detect markers better.
Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of our work was to enable users to experience mobile interaction with digital content which is displayed on external displays with imperceptible on-screen markers. We show that our method is the first with all the following properties: computation of full pose, the camera can move, and the external display contents can change and do not need to be known in advance.
We explained our method by proving that our method can detect markers constantly in theory. We developed a prototype system and conducted three experiments: One experiment for verifying the imperceptibility of our markers and two experiments regarding the robustness of our marker detection. We confirmed that the humans cannot perceive the embedded marker when we use around 20 or smaller than 20 as a color distance in chromatic filed in the CIE L*a*b* color space. From the two experiments regarding the robustness, we confirmed that our method can provide the properties which are computation of full pose and the camera can move if the camera is static or moves slower. From the results, we could expect that our system can work even if users holds the device stably by their hands like taking photos. Additionally, our method works approximately 10-40 % of the time for movies. Moreover, we discussed about the relationship between the robustness and the captured image quality. In order to avoid an increase of noise, we need to consider a suitable blurring processing to captured images.
The rest of this paper summarises each topic we discussed and describes the future work.
Shutters:
We confirmed that the global and rolling shutter cameras are both usable in our method, except some situations. In the case of a stationary camera setting, the global shutter camera had better results than the rolling shutter camera. On the other hand, the detection rate for a textured image with the global shutter camera declined when the camera was moved, whereas the results of the rolling shutter camera were high. We assume that the difference of a performance between the cameras caused the results. For future work, we plan to investigate which camera parameters are needed to adjust for marker detection.
Contents:
In conclusion, our method has a high performance for static images when the camera is still or moves slowly. For movies, our method works 10-40 % of the time, if we include both still and a moving camera scenarios. However, the image that has high spatial frequency occurs noise when the global shutter camera moves. Although we will improve the rates in the future, it is confirmed that there is a possibility to detect markers even in movies.
Stabilization:
The dynamical situations that include movies and movement of the cameras decline the detection rates due to the inter-frame difference. This means that the moving camera often loose the markers. In order to avoid the situations, we have implemented the integration with motion sensors for interpolating the camera pose. Since current mobile devices commonly have an accelerometer and a gyroscope, this could be practical implementations. We will improve the pose estimation as a future work.
Wide-area deployment : We can develop variety of applications using our marker system. As described in the Section 2, mobile devices and external displays, public or large displays, would lead the novel interaction between personal and public or shared information. Although our system has not been in practical level yet with movies and moving cameras, we can expect good applications with still images or slow dynamic contents on digital signage displays. For example, in a public space such as a large shopping mall, the users can have AR objects as the detail information regarding each shop through a lot of public displays in the space. In addition, we can apply it at stations or airports such a maze of areas in order to guide users. Also, TV shows can provides AR contents to the viewer personally through television displays, and intuitive transfer of personal information between users via larger displays can also be done.
